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Advisors stay focused on the future
in spite of market volatility concerns
Schwab’s poll of more than 600 independent advisors provides a snapshot
of their perspectives on the markets and their businesses
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Advisors expect greater challenges meeting client goals compared to 2017
“As the market cycle grows older and volatility
returns, advisors’ concern about client portfolios
and the ability to meet investing goals is
understandably on the rise. However, daily
market moves are not the primary focus for
most advisors whose time is increasingly
shifting to addressing clients’ personal
well-being in a more holistic sense.”
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Investors have mixed reactions to recent market swings
With each market swing, advisors’
clients become…
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Client sentiment toward
ongoing volatility
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Very concerned
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Somewhat concerned
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Not concerned
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Not at all concerned
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More Concerned

64% Concerned

36% Not Concerned

What's driving volatility? Concerns about rising interest rates
What's behind
recent market
volatility
Fear of rising
interest rates

Trade Policy
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Domestic political
uncertainty
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Geopolitical
developments
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Fiscal Policy
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The Schwab Advisor Services Independent Pulse is an online poll conducted for Schwab Advisor Services by Koski Research. Koski Research is not affiliated with nor
employed by Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. The study has a +/- 3.2 percentage point sampling error at the 95% confidence level. All data are self-reported by study
participants and are not verified or validated. The study was conducted from April 26 to May 8, 2018.
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Advisor business strategy remains steadfast
despite market turbulence…

…and advisors continue to implement operational
efficiencies and processes to improve client experience

Impact of continued market swings
on business decisions

Implementation of consistent workflows
over the past 12-18 months

M&A

Client service
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Talent hiring and development
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Reporting
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Technology improvements

Investment management
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Marketing investments

Trading
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No impact
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Less tolerant of risk exposure
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Open to greater risk exposure

Have implemented

In volatile times, clients’ trust is more important than ever
71 %

Client service (e.g., reliability and accessibility/availability)

65 %

Understanding of clients’ needs and priorities

51 %

Strong personal connection

30 %

Fiduciary responsibility

24 %

Demonstrated expertise of financial concepts

16 %

Ability to explain complex topics

15 %

Referral by existing client

7%

Elements of establishing
and maintaining clients’ trust,
according to advisors

Asset safety
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31%
Have not implemented

9%

Unsure

“For the past decade, advisors have
invested in the infrastructure and
processes that empower them to
double down on a customized and
highly responsive approach to client
management. They recognize that
consistency, reliability, understanding
and strong personal connections are
foundational to building long-term
working relationships with clients, and
this approach has prepared them well
for a challenging market environment.”

Hard skills (e.g., technical ability, efficiency)
Judgmental approach

Bernie Clark

Good data/personal information security

Executive Vice President
and Head of Schwab Advisor Services

Where should advisors turn their attention next? Maximizing the impact of marketing and sales
“Many advisors tell us they feel challenged
when it comes to developing and executing
marketing strategies that drive new asset
growth. Yet we know that robust marketing
efforts are a critical component of success
among top-performing firms, enabling them
to flourish in a range of market conditions.
Thoughtful marketing strategies have the power
to unlock the next phase of growth for many
firms, and we plan to work with advisors to
help them uncover the right approaches for
sustainable and strategic expansion.”
Jonathan Beatty
Senior Vice President
Sales and Relationship Management
Schwab Advisor Services

Advisors struggle to get a high return on marketing efforts
34%

66%

My firm is getting a high
rate of return on
marketing investments

My firm is getting a low
rate of return on
marketing investments

Most advisors have yet to implement consistent
marketing and sales workflows
!"

Marketing
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Sales

57%
Have not implemented
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